Dialogue policy transfer enables us to build dialogue policies in a target domain with little data by leveraging knowledge from a source domain with plenty of data. Dialogue sentences are usually represented by speech-acts and domain slots, and the dialogue policy transfer is usually achieved by assigning a slot mapping matrix based on human heuristics. However, existing dialogue policy transfer methods cannot transfer across dialogue domains with different speech-acts, for example, between systems built by different companies. Also, they depend on either common slots or slot entropy, which are not available when the source and target slots are totally disjoint and no database is available to calculate the slot entropy. To solve this problem, we propose a Policy tRansfer across dOMaIns and SpEech-acts (PROMISE) model, which is able to transfer dialogue policies across domains with different speech-acts and disjoint slots. The PROMISE model can learn to align different speech-acts and slots simultaneously, and it does not require common slots or the calculation of the slot entropy. Experiments on both real-world dialogue data and simulations demonstrate that PROMISE model can effectively transfer dialogue policies across domains with different speech-acts and disjoint slots.
Introduction
Based on different models used, task-oriented dialogue systems can be divided into rule-based and learning-based systems. Learning-based task-oriented dialogue systems Williams and Zweig, 2016; Serban et al., 2015; Mou et al., 2016] , which is the focus of our research, can learn robust dialogue policies from training data without handcrafted dialogue decisions made by human. One requirement of learning-based task-oriented dialogue systems is the availability of a lot of training dialogues which are used to train the dialogue policy, however, in many applications, this requirement is hard to satisfy as labeling data is laborious and time costly. In this situation, a good solution is to use transfer learning [Pan and Yang, 2010] to alleviate the data sparsity problem.
Transfer learning can be used to build a dialogue policy on a target domain with limited data by leveraging dialogue policy and dialogue data from a source domain. Specifically, the sentences in task-oriented dialogue systems are usually represented by speech-acts [Allen and Perrault, 1980] and domain slots. For example, "I want to book a four-star hotel" can be represented by "inform(type=hotel, stars=4star)", where "inform" is a speech-act, "type" and "stars" are slots related to the hotel booking domain, and "hotel" and "4star" are specific slot values for the two slots. Many dialogue policy transfer methods have been proposed. Gašić et al. [Gašić et al., 2013; Gašić et al., 2014] propose to adapt a dialogue policy to an extended domain with additional slots with policy finetuning and using the source domain dialogue policy as a prior. In this case, the source domain and the target domain should have a considerable portion of common slots, or the similarity values between new slots and old slots have to be manually assigned. Gašić et al. [Gašić et al., 2015a; Gašić et al., 2015b] propose to build cross-domain slot similarity matrix by using a normalized entropy. The calculation of the normalized entropy for a slot requires to access all entities in a database. However, in many situations such database is usually not available. Moreover, existing dialogue policy transfer learning methods cannot transfer across dialogue systems with a different set of speech-acts.
However, existing dialogue policy transfer methods cannot transfer across dialogue domains with different speech-acts. For example, the speech-act "inform" in a dialogue system might correspond to the speech-act "tell" or even "Action1" in another dialogue system. Moreover, existing dialogue transfer methods do not work when the source and target domains do not have common slots or when no database can be used to calculate the normalized entropy between slots.
We propose a Policy tRansfer across dOMaIns and SpEech-acts (PROMISE) model, which is able to transfer dialogue policies across domains with different speech-acts and disjoint slots. Specifically, the proposed PROMISE model learns a cross-domain speech-act similarity matrix and a slot similarity matrix by optimizing the performance of the transferred Q-function on the target domain data, so that the model can learn the cross-domain mapping with optimal target domain performance. Different from existing works, the PROMISE model does not require common slots or a database to calculate the normalized entropy for pairs of slots. Extensive simulated and real-world experiments show that the PROMISE model can effectively transfer dialogue policies.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold:
1. We define and formulate the simultaneously crossspeech-act and cross-domain dialogue policy transfer problem.
2. We propose a novel transfer learning model, the PROMISE, for the problem. The PROMISE model does not require common slots, common speech-acts or full database access to calculate normalized entropy for each slot. Instead it learns a cross-domain mapping that can maximize the performance of the transferred policy from a few target-domain data.
3. We conduct simulation experiments and collect realworld cross-domain dialogue datasets to evaluate the proposed algorithm and the experimental results show that the proposed model can effectively transfer dialogue policies across domains.
Related Works
Transfer learning has been used in dialogue system to solve the data sparsity problem in spoken language understanding, dialogue state tracking, dialogue policy learning [Gašić et al., 2013; Gašić et al., 2014; Gašić et al., 2015a; Gašić et al., 2015b] and natural language generation. In this paper, we focus on dialogue policy transfer learning problems on multiturn task-oriented dialogue systems. Transfer learning techniques for reinforcement learning [Taylor and Stone, 2009] have been used in various domains, but most methods require a predefined state mapping or action mapping assigned by human experts. Taylor et al. [Taylor et al., 2008] propose to test all possible state and action mapping offline and choose the mapping that can minimize the prediction error of the target model on the source data. However, the number of all possible state and action mapping grows exponentially in terms of the number of speech-acts and slots, so this algorithm is computationally inefficient and impractical for real-world taskoriented dialogue systems. Mo et al. [Mo et al., 2016; Mo et al., 2017] propose to transfer dialogue policies across different users by modelling a dialogue policy with a common and a personal part, but these models cannot transfer across different domains with different slots and speech-acts.
In contrast to the above mentioned works, the proposed PROMISE model is able to transfer dialogue policies across domains with different slots and speech-acts and it does not require the source and target domains to share common slots or an additional database to calculate the entropy.
Problem Settings
In this paper, matrices are denoted in the bold capital case, vectors are in the bold lower case, and scalars are in the lower case. The utterance of the user is denoted by X, and the utterance of the agent is denoted by Y . A multi-turn dialogue data is represented as {X n , Y n , r n }, where X n and Y n are the user utterance and the agent reply in the n-th dialogue turn and r n is the immediate reward for the n-th dialogue turn.
Given a target domain with a few training dialogues and a source domain with plenty of training dialogues, the goal is to learn a dialogue policy in the target domain by leveraging knowledge in the source domain. The inputs for this problem include:
The output of the problem is:
1. A dialogue policy π t for the target domain.
Note that in this problem, the speech-acts and domain slots in the source and target domains can be totally different and no external database is available.
PROMISE Model
In this section, we will first introduce the single-domain dialogue system and then introduce the proposed PROMISE model. We build the PROMISE model based on the PyDial package [Ultes et al., 2017] .
Abstractions in Sentences and Dialogue States
In order to make models have better generalization ability, there are three levels of abstraction in sentences and dialogue states in the PyDial [Ultes et al., 2017] package. An original sentence is represented by a sequence of words. The original dialogue state for the n-th agent reply Y n is defined as
k=1 , X n }, which is the collection of all historical user utterances and agent replies in the current dialogue session.
An abstracted sentence is represented by a speech-act a, a collection of slots {s} and their slot values {v}. An abstracted user utterance is denoted byX n = {a n , {s k = v k }} and an abstracted agent reply is denoted byỸ n = {ā n , {s k =v k }}. The abstracted dialogue state for the n-th agent reply is denoted byH n = {l n , a n , {s k ,ṽ k }, {ŝ k ,v k }}, where l n is the number of entities that match all user constraints, a n is the user speech-act in the n-th turn, {s k ,ṽ k } is the collection of user constraints and {ŝ k ,v k } is the collection of user requests. For example, "I want an expensive hotel" is a user constraint and "what is the address" is a user request.
A summary sentence [Thomson and Young, 2010; in the dialogue policy module is represented by a speech-act one-hot vector a n and a slot one-hot vector s n without slot values. A summary user utterance is denoted by x n = [a n , s n ] and a summary agent reply is denoted by y n = [ā n ,s n ]. The summary dialogue state for the n-th agent reply is denoted by h n = [l n , a n ,s n ,ŝ n ], where l n is a onehot state vector indicating the number of entities matching current user's constraints, a n is the user speech-act vector in the n-th turn,s n is the user constraint vector indicating whether the user has provided information about each slot so far, andŝ n is a vector indicating whether the user has request 
k=1 , X n } X 1 ="I want to find an expensive hotel"
information about each slot. The details for the three abstractions are summarized in Table 1 .
Single-Domain Dialogue System
The spoken language understanding (SLU) module transforms user utterance X n into the abstracted user utterancẽ X n , i.e.,X n = SLU(X n ), and it is based on the regular expression for efficiency. The dialogue state tracking (DST) module updates current dialogue stateH n based on the previous dialogue stateH n−1 , the previous abstracted system utteranceỸ n−1 and the abstracted user utterancesX n , i.e., H n = DST(H n−1 ,Ỹ n−1 ,X n ). The dialogue policy model (DPL) can choose the agent replyỸ n to maximize the total expected reward, i.e.,Ỹ n = π(H n ). The natural language generation (NLG) module converts the abstracted agent reply in speech-act slot representationỸ n into a fluent sentence Y n , i.e., Y n = NLG(Ỹ n ).
The PROMISE Model
In this section, we introduce the PROMISE model. The PROMISE model can learn to map dialogue states and candidate agent replies from the target domain to the source domain, and then leverage the Q-function in the source domain. The Q-function of the PROMISE model can be formulated as
where
is the cross-domain state translation function, and f t2s y (y t ) is the cross-domain sentence translation function. The source domain dialogue policy can be any dialogue policy and in this paper we utilize the Gaussian process dialogue policy [Gašić and Young, 2014a] .
Before defining the cross-domain state translation function f t2s h (h t ) and the cross-domain sentence translation function f t2s y (y t ), we need to firstly define the cross-domain speech-act mapping function f t2s a (a t ) and the cross-domain slot mapping function f t2s s (s t ). Given a speech-act vector a t in the target domain, the translated source speech-act vector a s is
a , where M t2s a is the speech-act similarity matrix from the target domain to the source domain and its entrym t2s ij in the i-th row and j-th column is the speech-act similarity between the i-th target speech-act and j-th source speech-act. 
where l in both the source and the target domain have the same format. f s2t h (·) can be defined similarly.
Parameter Learning
In this section, we introduce the objective function used in the PROMISE model. We optimize the objective function with the Adam algorithm [Kingma and Ba, 2014] .
Reward Function
If the user finds a entity that matches his constraints or is told that there is no such entity within 20 turns, the dialogue is successful and the agent will get a final reward of 20. For each dialogue turn, the agent receives an immediate reward of −1 to punish longer dialogues. This reward function is offered by the Pydial package [Ultes et al., 2017] and the PROMISE model can be used with other reward functions as well.
Loss Function
We combine the Q-learning [Watkins, 1989] objective with a series of regularization terms as the final loss function, which is defined as
where Θ denotes the set of parameters and R(Θ) is the regularization term which will be introduced in the next section.
Regularizations R(Θ) is the sum of four regularizations terms used for learning the cross-domain translation functions.
Note that each speech-act a s co-occurs with only some of the slots and hence we can predict the slot based on the speech-act. Specifically, firstly we train a prediction function c t (·) in the target domain to predict the slot vector s t conditioned on the speech-act vector a t , then the cross-domain slot vector preservation regularizer can be defined as
where L ce (·) denotes the cross-entropy loss and • denotes the functional composition. In this regularizer, f s2t a (a s ) can be viewed as the corresponding similar speech-act vector in the target domain to a s and (c t • f s2t a )(a s ) is the predicted compatible slot vector in the target domain. Similarly, we can define R 1t (Θ) in the target domain. The cross-domain slot vector preservation regularizer can be defined as
Since a user would reply according to the question being asked, we can train a prediction function c s u (·) in the source domain to predict the user's next speech-act a n based on the system reply y n−1 . Then the cross-domain user prediction regularizer can be expressed as
y )(y n−1 ), a n ).
Since a speech-act should have similar occurrence probabilities after cross-domain translation, the cross-domain frequency regularizer of both user speech-act and the agent speech-act is defined as
, where p t a is the occurrence probability of all the target domain speech-acts, p s a is the occurrence probability of all the source domain speech-acts and L kl () is the Kullback-Leibler divergence loss.
In a one-to-one slot mapping, some slots cannot be mapped to any slot when the target and source domains have different numbers of slots, so more than one target dialogue state might correspond to the same source domain state. In order to allow updates of all slots in the target state-vector to affect the corresponding translated source domain state-vector, we encourage each target slot to map to as many source slots as possible and hence the state continuity regularization can be defined as
where m t2s ij is the probability of mapping the target slot s 
Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments on simulation and real-world datasets to test the performance of the proposed PROMISE model.
Baselines
We compare the proposed PROMISE model with baseline methods, including 1. None-Transfer method (denoted by "NoneTL"), which utilizes only the target domain dataset to train a dialogue policy that is based on the Gaussian process dialogue policy [Gašić and Young, 2014b] .
2. Random Speech-act Mapping and Entropy slotmatching (denoted by "RAFS"), which uses a random speech-act mapping and an entropy-based cross-domain slot matching [Gašić et al., 2015a] .
3. Learned Speech-act Mapping and Entropy slot-matching (denoted by "LAFS"), which uses a learned speech-act mapping and an entropy-based slot-matching matrix.
4. Perfect speech-act mapping and entropy-based slotmatching (denoted by "FAFS"), which has the groundtruth speech-act mapping and the entropy-based slotmatching. This method is used to demonstrate the performance upper bound of the transfer learning.
5. Perfect speech-act mapping and learned slot-matching (denoted by "FALS"), which has the ground-truth speech-act mapping, and the slot-matching is learned with the proposed algorithm. This method is used to demonstrate the upper bound of transfer learning when the slot mapping is known.
Source and Target Domains
In the experiments, a dialogue policy in the Cambridge restaurants booking domain (denoted by "CamRestaurants") will be transferred to the target Cambridge hotel booking domain (denoted by "CamHotels"). The CamRestaurants domain is a restaurant booking dialogue system in Cambridge, and the CamHotels domain is a hotel booking dialogue system in Cambridge. The CamRestaurants domain has 9 slots including 4 informable slots which can be used to constraint the scope of search and 5 requestable slots which can only be requested after a venue is identified. For example, price is a informable slot since customer can ask for a cheap restaurant, but phone number is only requestable, because no customer will say "I want to find a restaurant with phone number xxx". The CamHotels domain has 6 informable slots and 5 requestable slots. Note that the ground truth speech-act mapping and slot mapping are not available in our problem settings and so the algorithms do not know "ack" in the source domain corresponds to "ack" in the target domain, because the source and target domains could use different sets of speech-acts. Transferring dialogue policy across domains with different speechacts requires learning the cross-domain speech-act mapping and slot mapping from the training data. 
Experiments on Simulation Data
In this section, we conduct experiments on the user simulator in PyDial package [Ultes et al., 2017] .
Experimental Settings
In each dialogue, the simulator will randomly generate a set of requirements and it will try to ask for a venue that matches all requirements. In the simulation, only the final total reward will be used to train the dialogue policy and no immediate reward will be used. In this setting, less labelling effort is needed but more training dialogues are needed to train a good dialogue policy. There are 1000 training dialogues in the source domain and we vary the number of training dialogues in the target domain from 1 to 100. The detailed statistics of the simulation dataset is listed in Table 2 .
Evaluation Metrics
We use the averaged reward, the success rate, and the number of dialogue turns as performance metrics to evaluate the learned dialogue policies on 300 test dialogues. We run the experiments with 10 different random seeds and report the averaged performance. The averaged reward is the mean of all rewards obtained by the simulated user while interacting with the agent being tested, the success rate measures the probability that the simulated user successfully orders a cup of coffee within 20 turns, and the number of dialogue turns is the average number of dialogue turns before the simulated user can successfully complete an order.
Experimental Results
The results are shown in Figure 1 . The performance of "NoneTL" increases slowly since it requires a large number of data to train a dialogue policy. The "RAFS" fails as it relies on a good speech-act mapping. As we can see, the proposed PROMISE model outperforms other baselines significantly, which demonstrates that learning speech-act and slot-mapping simultaneously is highly necessary and it can boost performance when there is not enough data in the target domain. PROMISE is better than "LAFS" which uses a heuristic slot-mapping and an external database, implying that learning the slot mapping is better than human heuristics.
Visualization
We visualize the learned cross-domain speech-acts mapping in Figure 2 where the ground-truth speech-act mapping matrix should be a diagonal matrix since the speech-acts in two domains have one-to-one correspondence. As we can see, as more and more data are collected in the target domain, the learned speech-act mapping matrix is getting better. 
Experiments on Real-World Data
In this section, we will conduct experiments on real-world data.
Experimental Settings
The training dataset is collected when human users are interacting with an online dialogue agent via the Wechat interface. After each dialogue, the human user gives a subjective feedback reward as a supervision signal. The dialogue agent is constantly improving its dialogue policy with a Gaussian process reinforcement learning model [Gašić and Young, 2014b] . We have collected 40 training dialogues in the source domain and 100 dialogues in the target domain. The test dataset is collected when two human users are interacting with each other, where one is acting the customer and the other is acting the dialogue agent. While one of the dialogue agent in the training dataset is a reinforcement learning algorithm, both the customer and the coffee servant are real persons in the test dataset. 60 test dialogues are collected in the target domain as we only care about the performance in the target domain. Five users participate in the data collection process, they also give immediate rewards on all dialogue turns and those immediate rewards will be used to train the dialogue policy. Compared with the simulation data, there are more rewards and hence fewer training dialogues are required to learn a satisfactory dialogue policy. The detailed statistics of the real-world dataset is listed in Table 2 .
Evaluation Metrics
We use two kinds of evaluation metrics to evaluate the dialogue policies trained on the real-world dataset. A static evaluation is conducted on the test dataset because a good dialogue policy should have similar behaviours to the human agent. In each test dialogue turn, the dialogue agent ranks all candidate replies generated by the Pydial package, which is all the possible combinations of speech-acts and slots. The reply performed by the human annotator is labelled as 1 and the other candidate replies are labelled as 0. Then based on such labelling, the AUC score is used as a evaluation metric. In each dialogue turn, we evaluate the Q-function for 10 times since the value of the Q-function is randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution in the Gaussian process dialogue policy. We report the average AUC for all turns and for all samples.
A live evaluation is conducted with the user simulator in the Pydial package since a good dialogue policy should be able to serve the simulator user well. The user simulator in the Pydial package interacts lively with the dialogue agent for 300 times where the averaged reward, the averaged success rate, and the averaged dialogue length are used as evaluation metrics.
Experimental Results
The results are shown in Figure 3 . In the static evaluation, we can see that the performance of "NoTL" increases slow. Moreover, we found that the "NoTL" has very large prediction variance due to the lack of training data. The proposed PROMISE is much better than other baseline methods and very close to the performance upper-bound since it leverage source data. These results show the proposed method can effective transfer dialogue policy across domains by learning speech-acts and slots mappings.
In the live evaluation, we can see that PROMISE significantly outperforms the "NoTL" method when there are more than 7 training dialogues in the target domain and its performance is close to the performance upper-bound when there are more than 12 training dialogues in the target domain. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed dialogue policy transfer method. Moreover, PROMISE outperforms the "LAFS" method, which again demonstrates the effectiveness of learning the slot mapping.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the PROMISE model to tackle the problem of transferring dialogue policies across domains with different speech-acts and disjoint slots. The PROMISE model can learn to align different speech-acts and slots simultaneously, and it does not require common slots or additional database to calculate slot entropies. Experiments demonstrate that PROMISE can effectively transfer dialogue policies. In the future, we plan to investigate how to transfer from multiple source domains simultaneously.
